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They all hold 6,000 gallons, and lUany hold as much as llla�' be, the products of the two processes are much ' once or spreads thew ill the bUll or �ralJl:Iry to dry out 
8,000 and Borne are even larger. 'fhey are oblong kilns alike in appearance, and presumably in properties. some of the moisture. The mill in use at the present 
about 32 X 16 feet and 12 feet high; the fireplaces are As far as could be seen from tests made of the day to crush the olives differs littl .. frow those used 
at each end and there are six of them; they arfl usual- material at Messrs. Westwood & CO.'s works, the ad- for centuries. The olives are poured into an enormOUii 
Iy down draught, with only one center flue; they are hesion of the lead coating was remarkably perfect. stone bowl, frow the center of which rises a large 
!.'et and drawn from lateral doors. and require seventy Sheet iron thus protected was bent double without wooden shaft crowned with a large wheel; in the rim 
hours to burn. A sample is usually withdrawn to test causing the appearance of any tendency to crack or of the wheel, pointing downward and regularly 
the efficiency of the glazing. Coal is in large use, exfoliate, and specimens of bar were shown which spaced, are strong oak pegs for cogs. These pegs meet 
though wood is still retained in sllIall part. The cool- had been twisted spirally upon thelllseives and were similar pegs or cogs in the power wheel, which is turned 
ing of a kiln should occupy as much time as the burn- similarly perfect. Sheet metal can also be flanged or slowly by an overshot water wheel. Attached to an 
ing. The ware when drawn i� piled in storehollses for corrngated without the coating suffering injury, and upright shaft, forming an acute angle with its lower 
shipment. In viewing a large alllount of ware at onCe, the method is also said to be applica�le to wire in an end, is a large w illstone, exactly the shape of a large 
of course the imperfections can be noticed more readi- equal degree. Wire netting is susceptible of treat- grindstone, the edge oeveled to lIIatch the slightly 
Iy than one piece at a time. One of the 11iOSt common lIIent by this method, and the coating it receives is concave bottom of the great bowl, and frOIll the side 
troubles, besides the" blubbel"ing" of the slip, is the distinctly better in appearance than that produced by of the upright shaft opposite to the great millstone, on 
"pitting" of the ware in spots, due to iron. It is a galvanizing. The non-tendency of the coating to the enel of a short horizontal shaft, is a scraper which 
peculiarity of stolle ware clay, that while it needs iron sflparate from the metal it is designed to protect is one fits the ipner side of the bowl. When the mill starts, 
to give it color, by far the lal'!!est part of the iron pre- of the ad van tage� claimed, another of importance the olives in the bottolll of the bowl are crnshed by 
sent is collected in grains and has no favomble effect being the retention of its tensile strength by the iron the stone ; these, forced up the inner sides of the bowl 
on the color. These grains, if the heat is high enongh or the steel coateel, contrasting favorably in this as the great stone revolves, are scrap I'd off and drop 
to vitrify them, make pimples on the surface, or break respect with the effect produced by zinc. Indeed, it back under the stone until the mass is reduced to an 
out in rough SpOTS which are olack and ill-looking, is clailllf'd that in sOllie cases the strength of the oily paste. This paste is packed into woven grass 
from the silicate of iron formed. If the heat is too low material is enhanced oy the coating process, the gooel bags, which are then taken to the presses: these presses 
to vitrify the grain, some change in its volullle on heat- effect upon hard steel wire being specially noticeaole. are simply rough, heavy frames fitted with large screw 
ing causes a scale t.o separat.e from the Sll rface of the There reluains, however, saine hope for the gal va- presses worked by hand. The bags are then piled up 
ware, showing in the light-colored cavity the piece of nizing trade proper. Ahhough lead is much less cor- on a wide oaken slab forming the bottolll of the frame, 
iron oxide at the bottolll. rodi ble than zinc by most of the destructive agents to the presses are screwed down upon them with a hand-

The failure of the ware to glaze is another source of which coated articles are exposed, yet it by no means bar, the oil drains into tubs placed to receive it, wilen 
trouble, This lJIay be considered al< due to ill-I'egulat- follows t·hat the powers of resistance of the articles boiling water is poured over the bags to help the flow 
ed burning usually, but one other cause is thought to protected stand in the sallie order. It is needless to and joins the oil in the tub. The oil rising to the sur
aet at times. Many clays exhibit collections af fine elaborate upon this point; a short consideration of face of the water is skimmed off with large tin skim
crystals of a whit.ish color, which prove on testing'to 'the elpctro-chemical relations of iron, lead, and zinc mel's. A mill has lately been invented, mys Consul 
be sulphate of lime or land plaster. This suos tance will suffice to show wherein the weakness of the new Bradley, by the director of the aa-I'onomic station of 
when exposed to vapors of ealt at high heat llllffers a .method lies. Zinc is a brittle metal, and one little Nice, which, as it crushes the pulp, extracts the stone 
common chemical transformat.ion and changes to chlo· adapted for a protective coating, but its chemical and throws it out, thus allowing the oil of the pulp, 
ride of lime, leaving the soda as a sulphate, which it properties make it the oest llIetallic preservative for the true virgin oil, to he obtained from the press with
appears either will not displace silica froUl cOlllbina- Iron known, and it will be pusllf.d from its pre-ellli- out any admixture of that ootained from the stone or 
tion, or will not do it at the temperature the ware will nence with great difficulty. At the sallie time there kernel. In preparing virgin oil, which, as it requires 
stand without losing .shape, and hence there is no are numerous applications open to lead covering pro- so !Duch care and attention to prepare, is difficult to 
glaze. The heat, besides tha t necessary for the ware, cesses such as that we have described.-IndustTies. obtain, the following system is adopted. Olives are 
must be high enough to make both slip and salt ope-

. .  ________ 

taken when only three-quarters ripe, and they are 
rate in glazing. The failure of the slip to melt l eaves BRUNTON 'S QUARTERING SHOVEL. selected free froUl any blemish. They are taken, im-
the ware of a rusty red color from the uncombined mediately after they are gathered, to the mill, where 
oxide of iron. THE author has invented a rapid and accurate sam- they are but slightly crushed, so that the pulp alone 

Stone ware should exhibit, on fracture, a blue uni- piing tool. The tool consists essentially of a flat bot- cOllies in contact with the millstone; the seed must not 
form tint and a semi-vitrified appearance. Different tomed, well balanced st,eel shovel 10 in. in width, hav- be t.oucheel, for though the kernel contains a certain 
clays act very differently in this respect. ing vert.ical sides, and two central partitions 2Yz in. quantity of oil. it is rat.her acid, and has not so fine a 

"Vare which does not vitrVy can be picked out at a apart, thus dividing the shovel into three compart- taste as the oil from the pUlp. This pulp having been 
glance in most places.-B1"ickmakel'. lDents, the center one being closed by a curved back, crushed without the addition of water, is gathered in 

and having a width one-quarter of the whole. a heap, the center of which is made hollow in the shape 
To use it, the shovel is pushed into a pile of finely of a funnel. The oil flows by it8elf from the inner 

crushed are. As the shovel is raised it is drawn back sides into the center of a reservoir, from which it is 
at the same time with a sharp rotary Illation to the taken with a large ladle. The oil so prepared is green
right, which throws the ore contained in the outside ish in color, its perfume is exquisite, and it can be 

VANILLA. 
PARIS, LondQn, and New York are the markets of 

the world for vanilla; after these, says Consul Knowles, 
of Bordeaux. that city occupies an import.ant place. 
Great quantities of the bean are used in France. It: 
is employed in making confectionery, ices, liquenrs, 
and cordials, and enters into the wanufacture of per
fUllJery. Vanilla is of Mexican origin, though fonnel 
in alllJost every tropical country. It is a vigorous rind 
of the orchid species, about twenty to thirty feet in 
height, with heavy, oblong, sea green foliage. It 
thrives in dense forests, where its branches entwine 
and interlace themselves with neighboring trees. The 
stem is four-cornered, the flowers large, fragrant, and 
spikelike. It yields to cultivation. The greater part 
of the vanilla imported into FI'ance comes from her 
colonies-Guadeloupe, Madagascar (Sainte Marie), 
Mayotte, the island of Reunioll and Tahiti. The pro
duction, in 1889, of vanilla in t,hese colonies amounted 
respectively to 9,000, 19,000, 19,000, 506,000, alld 7,000 
pounds weight.. The vanilla tree begins to yield in its 
third year, and froUl thence to its thirtieth. The sea
son commences in the month of April and lasts until 
the middle of Jnne. The beans are gathered in the 
green state, before Iflaturity. There are two existing 
methods of curing vanilla. In the first of these, the 
beans are laid in quantities on great cloths spreael 
upon the ground, and exposed to the sun for a period 
of two months, or until they have attained a dark 
brown color. They are then packed in oundles of fifty, 
and placed in tin boxes feir exportation. The second 
method consists in attaching, by their inferior ex
tremities, a number of the beans, and illlmersing the 
same in a vessel of boiling water, until t.hey become 
white. They are then exposed for a few hours only to 
the sun, after which they are covered with a native 
fixed oil, usually that of the cashew nut. There are 
four qualit.ies of vanilla, and these are determined by 
the length and size of the beall, it being found that 
the flavor and perfume are. in direct ratio to thl'ir 
weight and measurement. In appearance the beans 
are slender and cylindrical, averaging about five or six 
inches in length and half an inch in thickness. With
in is a soft black pulp. The qualit.y of the bean is 
fnrt,her enhanceel bv the exudation of a certain needle
I ike crystal or efflorescence which covers the surface of 
tile fruit, and is called in French vanille givree. The 
crystnls are found to be almost pure benzoic acid. 
The imp0rts of vanilla into Francf1. which amonnted, 
in weight, to 198,000 ponnds in 1880, exceeded 258,001l 
in 1889. 

A NEW GALVANIZ:;!N(i PROCESS. 

SAMPLING SHOVEL. 

compartments out from the back end of the shovel into 
a rejected are pile. When the necessary tbrow to ac
cOluplish this result has been given, the motion is re
versed and the shovel broull'ht rapidly to the left, 
which action discharge� the sample from the central 
compartment of the shovel upon a pile. 

Tests at sampling works and different slllelters upon 
hundreds of lots of are, many of them in duplicate and 
triplicate, show that there is no difference between the 
results obtained by this method and Cornish quarter· 
ing. Experienced operators attain such great rapidity 
in this method of quartering that it will douotless be 
as applicable to concentrates and all other finely 
crushed material as to the final reduction of Illachine 
samples. In some recent speed tests it was found that 
a ton of are could be cut down to a 100 lb. grinder 
sample by one man in 15 III in utes. 

PRODUCTION OF OLIVE OIL. 
THE olive covers about 70,000 acres in the Depart

ment of the Alpes Maritimes, and it yields a revenue 
of over £400,000. The United States consul at Ni':e 
says that there seem to be bu t two species of 01 i ve 
trees in the south of France, the olen.ter (wild olive), 
having a kind of thorn. very short leaves, and produc
ing only a few small berries, which neIther the dacus 
nor the boring caterpillar will attack; the sati\"a (culti
vated olive) is another description, which produces a 
large fruit. Seedlings of the sativa sometimes deterio
rate so as not to be distinguished from the oleaster. 
There are several varieties of the above, the principal 
of which are the following: The blanqnetier, which 
has a light green foliage, bears a small fruit, and pro
duces oil abundantly. The blatlie1' is very hardy; its 
fruit is oblong, and comparatively large; the pulp is 
coarse, and the oil deeply colored. The arabanier, 
or a1'aban, is a tree hardier than either the blavieT or 
the blanquetie1', and the oil produced frolll the fruit is 

''VE recently inspected a !lew pl"Ocess for protect.ing of ordinary quality. The ealletier, which is also known 
iron and steel. which is being introduced into this by the characterbtic nallJe of penduline, thrives best 
country by M essrs. Joseph Westwood & Co., Napier in dry soil, and, at its best, its fruit sells for a third 
Yard, Millwall, London. E. The metal to be coated is more than others for mixing with poorer qualitie�. 
passed through an acid pickling bath, then throngh Other good varieties for oil are the ni1"vana, the aUTiula 
an alkaline bath to remove acid,. treated with a flux the nicoise, the blanche, the Tober on, the negntte, the 
of zinc chloride and stannous chloride, and when t.hus caillan, etc. The olive tree flowers every year; and 
prepared covered with llJetallic lead by imlllersion in some growers advocate an attem pt to gain a yearly 
a bath of that metal. The point of novelty in the crop, but the majority are content to try to get a good 
process appears to be the attainment of a close ad- crop every two years. The trees bud in. May and 
herence of the lead to the iron oy scrupnlous atten- flower in June. Olives, to be preserved green, are 
tion to cleanliness and the use of specially devised picked in September; those destined for oil, froUl No
fluxes. The preliminary pickling is accomplished by vember unti the following May; but the best result.s, 
the passage of a weak current of electricit.y th rough to crop and tree, seem to follow haf\'e�ting near lIJieJ
the hath in which it is conducted, and all t.his 80Ule- winter, when the olive is black, though oil made from 
what slender ground the method has been termed an olives gathered as late as February and March is pre
.. electro)) lead process. It will be seen that the ferred for its keeping properties. The farmers in the 
modus operandi. and the result attained bear striking neighborhood of Nice spread sheets under the trefos, 
resemblance to those of the process of the London and knock the fruit down with poles, injuring both 
Metallurgical Company, which was recently described, fruit and t,rpe in 80 doing. The harvest is gathered 
in these columns. As far as can be judged from the [ largelY by ltali:m women, who come into France for 
statements that have been made public, the chief that purpose, :mel they are paid by the quantity 
difference consists in the use by the latter of a lea<l gathered, boarding themselves. The olives being 
alloy and by the former of pure lead. However this gathered, the farmer either takes them to the mill at 
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kept for many years. For oil of the first quality, 
called "cannon oil," the olives are placed in the mill 
without addition of water, if. the fruit is freshly 
gathered. The oily paste is placed in bags, made of 
clean esparto, and put into the press. To obtain sec
ond quality oil, and to extracL from the pulp all the 
oil which it contains, the contents of the bags are 
thrown into a vat full of cold or warm water; the 
whole is well stined up, the broken fragments of the 
seeds fall to the bottom, while the pulp floats, and the 
latter is gathered and replaced under the press. A fter 
all the usual means of extracting the oil from the pulp 
have beell eluployed, 10 per cent. of oil can still be ob
tained by 'Jsing oisul phide of carbon. After the oil is 
extracted, the skins and refuse are employed in heat
ing boilers; the muddy substance found at the bottom 
of the IIIOSt illferior quality of oil is used as manure; 
and, last of all, the broken stones, or gTignons, make 
a very excellent fuel, which has the advantage of not 
giving off any carboni c acid gas, as charcoal does. 
COllsul Brallley says that fraud is fonnd in the oil 
mills as ill other places. Should the olives be mouldy, 
which oft.en happens when t,hey have been gathered 
or kept in bad condit.ion. the bad taste is hidden by 
addiug leaves of wild olive trees to the pulp. SOlUe 
olive growers even go so far as to throw seed oils over 
the pulp while it is being g-round, so as to get a fer
fect blending with the new oil. To keep the oi in 
good condition requires great care anel attention. The 
clear oil is separated frolll the turbid at once, for the 
longer the oil remains OIl the lees the more apt it is to 
contract a rancid or a bad odor .. 'When the oil has 
been decant.ed �everal times, filtered throngh dry moss, 
carded cotton, sand, plaster, charcoal, etc., it is stored 
in a place which is sheltered both in snmmer from tbe 
heat and in winter from the cold. The oil must be 
kept in vessels which close tightly, and are made of a 
I:'llostance on which oil has no act.ion. These pre
cautions are indispensable, for the !!ffecL of the air on 
oils is too well known not to be guarded against. 

THE HEIGHT OF MOUNT ST. ELIAS. 
By MARK B. KERR. 

IN a recent dispatch from ,\Vashington appeals the 
notice that Professor Israel C, Russell has l'staoli�!Jed 
his claim that Mt. St. Elias is the highest peak ill 
North Alllerica. 

As topographer of the expedition of 1890, I feel some
what responsible for the approxilllate result obtained 
by us on this survey, and a few remarks upon the 
great discrepancy existing in the different estimates, 
as well as the method uEed by us in determining its ele
vation and position, may prove of interest at this time. 

Since 1741, when Bering discovered the great peak, 
there have been seven different estimates made for 
height and posit ion, a.nd these are tabulatc<l below: 

MT. ST. ELIAS. 

Dutc. Authority. Height in feet. 

1786-La Perouse ................ ....... 12,672 
17tn-Malaspina ......................... 17,851 
1847-'l'ellPllkoff ............. .. ......... 16,988 
1872 -English Adm. Chart........ .... 14,970 
1 874- U. S. Coast. Survey ....... ' ........ '*19,500 
1890-National Geo)!raphic Society and 

U. S. Geol. Suf\'ey ................ 15.350 
1891-NatiolJal Geographic Society and 

U. S Heal. Survey .......... , ..... 1R,500 
• Within 500 fcct. 

TheRe diffprent results show a range from 12,672 feet 
to 20,000 feet. 

Up to 1874. "he height was obtained by observations 
from a point at sea, by trigonometric survey, with un-
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